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I.

Introduction
Thank you, Chairman Leahy and Ranking Member Grassley. It is a privilege
to address the members of the Judiciary Committee on an issue very near and
dear to the printing industry in America. Protecting small business and
promoting innovation are passions of mine; therefore, I am pleased the
Committee is examining the harm caused to both by abusive patent
practices in this country.
Pure and simple, printers promote free speech. Our mission is entirely
compatible with the promotion of progress and the useful arts which is the
constitutional beacon of this nation’s copyright and patent laws. Print is also
the proverbial “poster child” for Main Street and small business.
Today I’m speaking on behalf of America’s largest trade association
representing the printing and graphic communications industry. There are
more than 30,000 individual printing plants in this country in virtually every
city and town in America. The average printing company employs just 27
workers and more than60 percent of printing companies are family-owned
businesses – a statistic to which I know the Chairman can relate personally. In
aggregate, we employed over 800,000 workers and in 2012 shipped over $147
billion in products.
Print is an historic industry that traces its roots to Johannes Gutenberg and
Benjamin Franklin; yet, its modern face is high-tech and innovative – it must
be in order to survive. Today’s print marketplace is all about using a crossmedia mix to drive the economy. Companies are transforming themselves
well beyond the traditional stereotype of a printer. They set up digital
storefronts to make it easy for customers to order print over the Web; execute
personalized marketing campaigns for customers that integrate print, digital
communications, and social media; and offer a host of other services such as
database management and fulfillment. Digital printing as a process has
grown from just under one percent of the overall printing industry in 2009 to
10.6 percent in 2010 – and continues to be one of the fastest growing
segments in our industry. In fact, many printing firms are changing their
company names to reflect the new world of integrated communications.

Unfortunately, we’re also an industry that has attracted the damaging attention
of patent assertion entities (PAE) or “patent trolls.” I realize that there
is no concrete legal definition of a patent troll, so my testimony will be based
on the belief that a PAE is a company whose business model is to
obtain patents primarily to pursue licensing fees and/or litigation against
manufacturers that are already using a patented technology. Patent trolls in our
estimation do not innovate, do not promote economic growth, and do
not contribute to the greater good of education or scientific research. Most
importantly, patent trolls do not create jobs – our businesses do.
Patent trolls are increasingly aggressive and more and more predatory. A
study commissioned by the US Government Accountability Office found
trolls now account for almost 60 percent of patent infringement lawsuits in
America. In 2011, patent troll activity cost the US economy $80 billion dollars
and productive companies made $29 billion in direct payouts. In 2012, trolls
sued more non-tech companies than tech, spanning a wide range of industries.
Given all of this activity, it was only a matter of time before trolls began
targeting America’s quintessential small business industry – the printing and
graphic communications industry – an industry in transition and one which
employs new developing technologies every day.
II.

Patent Trolls Target the Printing Industry
Prior to 2013, it was relatively unknown for printing companies to be accused
of patent infringement. That is no longer the case. Owners of patents covering
Quick Response (QR) codes, scanning, computer-to-plate workflow, and
online ordering are all approaching printers demanding a licensing fee or
threatening costly litigation. Currently we know of eight patent owners –
many of which may be considered trolls – that are seeking licensing fees from
printers. All encounters follow a similar path, with printers receiving a mailed
letter, often from an attorney, alleging infringement of a specific technology
used in the company’s administration, production, or customer
communications. The letter briefly describes the patents and technology in
question and offers to provide a license for their continued use. The fee may
be identified and the threat of a lawsuit is either stated or implied. Rarely will
the patent owner provide specific evidence of infringement and the specific
claims at issue.

For small printers especially, this is often their first experience with patent law
and civil litigation – not to mention “trolling” – and they are astounded at the
dollar figures included in these demand letters. One common demand letter
issued to a Kansas printer with just 40 employees asked for a $75,000
licensing payment within two weeks of issuing its notice; after two weeks, the
letters indicated the amount would rise to $95,000.
Needless to say threats of litigation are intimidating and place undue stress on
an industry already struggling with low profits and challenging demand. The
general estimate is that printers are forced to spend between $10,000
to $15,000 initially just to hire lawyers to investigate the claims of their
apparent infringement. This is on top of anywhere from 125-150 hours
printers must devote to this activity. One of our members in Colorado reports
that he has a two-inch pile of patent claim charts on his desk; his company is
already in its six month of ongoing patent troll activity.
Keep in mind, Mr. Chairman, that these are job creators in the manufacturing
sector; these are not attorneys. Yet, there are now dozens upon dozens of
printing company owners who have been forced to become patent ligation
experts. As the president of one Virginia printing company aptly stated:
“Patent trolling is a colossal distraction and…a drain on everybody.”
III.

Patent Trolls Chill Growth & Innovation in the Printing Industry
In our estimation, the stock-in-trade of patent trolls are software- and
computer-related patents that have broadly written claims addressing the
method of accomplishing certain activities. The patents are often years old
with trolls asserting that their patents cover technology that has already
advanced a generation or two since the patent was issued. In my written
statement, I’ve included a chart that details the known patent infringement
actions against the printing industry, but I would like to highlight three
examples:
Computer-to-Plate Technology: This patent relates to how a digital file, like a
PDF file, is handled and manipulated in a print production operation up until
the time it is used to image a printing plate. This method of digital workflow
and plate imaging was new in the 1990s when the patent was issued but has

become ubiquitous in the industry now. We believe there is compelling
evidence to support that it should never have been issued to begin with and
have a petition to this effect before the United States Patent &
Trademark Office (PTO). Fast forward 15 years later, however, and a shell
company run by lawyers, which acquired the antiquated patent and which has
no technological or innovative tie to the patent, has issued demand letters to
printers all over the United States seeking licensing fees or threatening
litigation. At least 35 of these companies have been sued.
Web-to-Print Technology: In this case, the combined patents describe the use
of an on-line system for pricing and accepting orders, accepting payment,
checking inventory, preparing shipments and more. Thousands of companies
inside and outside of the printing industry use this general method of
accepting orders on-line today. To date, we know of seven printers – that have
been sued based on this technology. Ironically, they are being sued based on
technology methods invented in the mid-1990s to accept orders for products
other than what our members produce. Essentially, the claims are from a preInternet era where nobody used a web portal to conduct business. The patent
troll in this case will not even reveal how much the licensing fee is until a
printer signs a non-disclosure agreement with it. So far, the printers in
question have refused to sign.
QR Code Technology: This patent deals with a use of an “indirect link” –
using a short URL, such as TinyURL, bitly, or any other shortener in a QR
Code. Quick Response Codes are proven to make print advertisements and/or
product packaging more effective. In fact, I would bet if you perused the
advertising mail delivered to your homes today, you would find a printed
catalog, a sales circular, a coupon, or even a political fundraising
envelope with a QR Code on it. QR Codes are also commonly used in printed
magazines and on billboards. The patent infringement cases related to these
patents made news this year when well-known craft store chain Michael’s was
hit with a lawsuit for using QR codes in its printed circulars. Other brand
name companies, such as Taco Bell and Bed, Bath & Beyond, have been sued
as well. In an effort to embrace cross-media offerings that link printed
material to mobile devices, printers flocked to offer QR codes and purchased
the technologies and software from leading multi-billion dollar software
companies. The current threat of litigation, though, now means that small
printers may have to pull back on this competitive, high-tech offering due to it

becoming a litigation trap. If you’re a small business owner with no in-house
attorney, is it worth the risk of being targeted? Many have concluded it is not.
I cite these three examples because, Senators, I can assure you that if you ask
small printers in the states you represent, the vast majority will tell you they
consider using the above technology essential to their business growth and
success. That they now even fear being competitive because of patent trolls
who have no intellectual or innovative skin in the game is reprehensible in our
view.
IV.

Legislative Solutions to Combat Patent Troll Attacks on Printing
Industry
Printing Industries of America commends this Committee for exploring
legislative solutions to address the complexities of patent law, and we
encourage a healthy debate on these ideas. Our overriding view is that
legislation should deter patent trolls from the outset to protect printing
companies from ever becoming part of the cycle of abusive patent
litigation. However, if printers do in fact find themselves involved in
extortionate legal situations, we hope that new laws will be in place to provide
less costly, less burdensome courses of defense.
Solutions we support include:
Bad Faith Demand Letters
One of the fundamental problems with the current patent litigation system is
the inherent vagueness that permeates it. Parties are able to send ambiguous
letters en masse to industry members, such as those I have described received
by members of the printing industry, demanding exorbitant sums of money. If
a member company should have the fortitude to refuse these demands, they
learn little more about the patent in question, the nature of infringement, or the
party asserting the patent in the notice of suit. We believe a simple solution to
this is to require parties asserting patent rights to include more information,
both in the demand letters and in the pleadings they file.
Section 5 of S. 1720, the Patent Transparency and Improvement Act of 2013,
introduced by Senators Leahy (D-VT) and Lee (R-UT), is directed at

fraudulent or misleading patent demand letters. Specifically, it is focused on
the increasingly common practice of PAEs blanketing entire populations of
potential patent infringers with unspecific written notices of potential
infringement seeking remuneration. Oftentimes, these demand letters don’t
include information as to what the allegedly infringed patent covers or what
the party receiving the notice is doing that infringes upon it.
Section 5 clarifies that the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has the authority
to target such abusive conduct as an unfair and deceptive trade practice. It is
carefully crafted to avoid impinging on legitimate licensing activity by
inventors and patent owners seeking to protect their rights. Because the
FTC’s mission is to prevent business practices that are deceptive of unfair to
consumers, and to accomplish this without unduly burdening legitimate
business activity, we believe that it is appropriate to enhance its enforcement
authority.
This deceptive behavior at the core of bad faith demand letters
is unacceptable. It does nothing to further the “arts and sciences” as the
Founding Fathers envisioned of our patent system, but rather is increasingly
the source of drag on our economy.
Heightened Pleading Requirements
Unfortunately, though, the lack of information in demand letters seems to be
just the beginning of where the current patent litigation system falls short, in
terms of providing information to the parties experiencing it. Another area
that we believe could be improved is the pleading standard for patent
infringement cases, which is currently far too low. Under current law, a
patentee may file a complaint for patent infringement merely alleging that: (1)
the court has jurisdiction; (2) the plaintiff owns the asserted patent; (3) the
defendant is infringing that patent; and (4) the plaintiff notified the defendant
of the alleged infringement. With respect to the third allegation (the statement
of infringement), a patentee need assert only that the defendant has imported,
made, used, sold, or offered to sell a product “embodying the patented
invention.” These sparse allegations fail to provide any notice as to what the
patent actually covers, let alone what the defendant is doing that allegedly
infringes upon it. This information is materially important for anybody, and

certainly member companies in the printing industry that are not as familiar
with the patent system, to craft a response and legal strategy.
Section 2 of S. 1013, the Patent Abuse Reduction Act of 2013, introduced by
Senator Cornyn (R-TX), requires more robust pleading requirements of patent
infringement complaints to ensure that defendants are provided with full and
fair notice of the asserted patent claims, the accused products, and the
plaintiff’s element-by-element infringement contentions for each accused
product. We believe that this provision will not only inject balance into the
patent judicial system, but will actually improve the quality of patent
litigation. Requiring parties asserting patent rights to conduct a proper prefiling investigation will limit the number of frivolous and baseless suits ever
initially filed in our courts as well as put accused infringers immediately on
notice of the patentee’s infringement theories. This helps all interested
parties—including the district court—understand the scope of the case from
the start.
Customer Stay
We believe that it is imperative for legislation to address the sharp rise in the
number of patent suits brought against end-users over the past several
years. We have personally experienced the increasingly common PAE tactic
of filing patent infringement suits against customers and/or users of a product
or service, rather than the manufacturer or primary seller of the product or
service. This is the nature of most of the suits brought against our smaller
members. In testimony before the House Committee on the Judiciary on
March 14, 2013, a member of this panel (Philip S. Johnson, Johnson &
Johnson) aptly explained the prejudicial and coercive effects of current troll
tactics to bring lawsuits against large numbers of printers, retailers and other
end users rather than an original manufacturer:
“This tactic takes advantage of the fact that such suits threaten defendants
with the disruption of aspects of their businesses that are at best
tangentially related to the invention which is the subject of the patent,
and that each individual defendant has less motivation to litigate the issue
to final conclusion that the manufacturer of the product at issue. The
result can be to collect enormous sums as the result of a very large

number of small settlements whose cumulative value far exceeds the
amount that could have been recovered from the original manufacturer.”
In practical printing industry terms, our member companies are saying, “We
didn’t write the code, we didn’t develop the process,we didn’t steal someone
else’s idea. Instead, we purchased software from billion dollar corporations
who may or may not indemnify us…And even if they do, I’m still going to
spend tens of thousands of dollars.” A small printer in Kansas sums it up this
way: “Everything I’ve done in this business has been ‘by the book.’ We go
out and find a reputable vendor who has the technology we need and then we
always buy the licenses and the maintenance agreements that go along with it.
And now we’re essentially being told by the troll 'we don’t care what you did,
you’re doing it wrong'."
We believe that Section 5 of S. 1720 is a step forward in addressing these
concerns. Although the courts currently may stay an infringement suit
brought against customers and users down the distribution chain in favor of a
suit against the manufacturer or supplier, many courts choose not to do
so. Section 5 is designed to protect customers, who are targeted in patent
infringement lawsuits by permitting the case against them to be stayed while
the manufacturer litigates the alleged infringement.
Covered Business Method
Assertion of low quality, functional patent claims brought by trolls is another
problem area that our member companies have faced first-hand this year.
While Printing Industries of America was not involved in the patent reform
debate last Congress, I do understand that the Covered Business Method
(CBM) review program was implemented as part of the America Invents Act
(AIA) as a solution to make it easier to have PTO review overbroad patents.
CBM review offers an alternative to exorbitant litigation costs and
allows businesses threatened over the same patent to pool resources to jointly
file a CBM petition. However, the AIA limited CBM review to financial
services patents that are non-technical. It is also a temporary program that
ends in the year 2020.
On June 4th, 2013, the White House Task Force on High-Tech Patent Issues
announced Executive Orders related to patent trolls. The White House

acknowledged that software patent applications are key to stopping the
issuance of low quality, overbroad patents often used by trolls. Known as
“functional patent claims,” these allegations involve patents that claim a
general idea. The advocacy group PatentProgress.org describes functional
patent claims as “claims that drive us all crazy, where a patent just claims a
general idea, like…filtering files that might be spam, or scanning documents
and sending by email, or backing up your computer over a network.” It is the
type of patent that trolls are using to attack the printing industry. For example,
printers have received infringement claims for use of a functional software
patent that allows for scanning equipment to send scanned images directly to
email on an internal network or an FTP/SFTP site. While this particular PAE
has sent letters to our member companies withdrawing claims following the
action of deep-pocketed suppliers filing invalidation claims at PTO, it serves
as an example of how patent trolls are wreaking havoc in the basic operation
of printing companies.
S. 866, the Patent Quality Improvement Act of 2013, introduced by Senator
Schumer (D-NY), also addresses this problem. S. 866 would expand and make
permanent CBM review in current law to go beyond financial services
products. As Senator Schumer explained in an op-ed in the Wall Street
Journal on June 12, 2013,
“The expansion of [CBM review] will benefit businesses in multiple
ways. For any business that has actually been sued, it provides a cheaper
exit strategy. More broadly, the very existence of this off-ramp will
discourage trolls from suing. If a troll knows he can no longer trap a
defendant in expensive and lengthy litigation, his interest in the suit will
diminish substantially. And American businesses can get back to the
work of innovation and growth, rather than frivolous litigation defense.”
We support the concept of expanding CBM review in order to deter patent
troll activity. We also realize that there is some controversy over this idea –
and, in particular, dissent from our view by some of our valued supply chain
partners – due to the question of how and/or if it is possible to separate “bad
actors” from patent holders that do not proactively engage in trolling behavior.
It’s clear, though, that the Senate should address the issue of patent

quality, and I encourage the Committee to work together to best achieve a
consensus solution if at all possible.
More Transparency of Patent Ownership
Virtually all of the bills introduced to date recognize the need for greater
transparency into who is the real party-in-interest for the patent. Section 3 of
S. 1720 is drafted to promote transparency in patent ownership by requiring
plaintiffs who file a patent infringement lawsuit to disclose patent ownership
and financial interests.
We are greatly encouraged Congress is taking such an active interest in the
need to preserve the “grand bargain” of the patent system: namely, a party
seeking exclusive control over an invention must disclose not only the scope
of their invention but also who they are. Like real estate or other forms of
property (e.g., an automobile), it is appropriate that government records reflect
who owns patent rights. As another panelist (Dana Rao of Adobe Systems)
explained during House testimony on March 14th of this year: “If anything, the
expectation [of transparency] should be greater in patent cases given the
ability to enforce that right through litigation and the strict liability for
infringement.”
We could not agree more. As honest small businesses without access to inhouse legal counsel, end users – like printers -- of patented technologies
would greatly benefit from knowledge about the ownership and financial
interests of our adversaries.
Balancing Discovery Demands
The printing industry currently faces a lose-lose situation of either settle with
a patent troll for some high five or six-figure number or mount an expensive
legal defense. For most who cannot afford to mount a multi-million dollar
legal defense, the only choice they have is to settle. The high price of
defending patent infringement lawsuits is due, in large part, to out-of-control
discovery demands and costs. Under current law, even plaintiffs asserting
meritless infringement claims often are allowed to impose expensive

discovery demands on accused infringers, even before the parties know what
the patent legally covers.
Section 4 of S. 1013 includes provisions address limiting discovery. As I
stated previously, we have found that PAEs commonly bring lawsuits
accusing broad swaths of the defendants’ businesses without any realistic
expectation that they will pursue those assertions to trial. This practice creates
high, unnecessary discovery costs for the defendants at the beginning of
lawsuits. S. 1013 would limit discovery initially to the information necessary
to resolve the claim interpretation dispute. As an initial matter, this would
address the high cost of patent litigation by staying discovery until a court has
had the opportunity to narrow a case to its appropriate dimensions and/or
potentially decide a motion to dismiss based on the scope of the patent
claims. By ensuring that parties are not faced at the outset of a case with
extensive discovery demands that could end up having nothing to do with the
case, we believe that more of our members will be empowered to fight
frivolous claims of infringement rather than settle.
Additionally, Section 4 of S. 1013 would limit initial discovery to the essential
documents that both sides need in order to litigate their claims and defenses,
such as information about the patents and core technical documents about the
accused devices. We believe that this would direct courts to rein in out-ofbalance discovery demands and require parties to anticipate and propose
solutions for potential discovery abuses as an initial matter. Critically, this
provision also requires that parties who later seek discovery beyond the core
documents must pay for the costs of that discovery. Any party seeking that
additional discovery must prove that it has the financial resources to pay for
the discovery or post a bond with the court covering those costs. This
provision is vital to protecting defendants from abusive litigation and is not
only supported by the printing industry but an extensive cross section of
industry, as demonstrated by a letter sent to Congress earlier this year that I
have included as an attachment. Often PAEs have few, if any documents,
while defendants are legitimate businesses with a large amount of
information. By forcing defendants to produce documents, PAEs drive up the
cost of litigation, forcing defendants to settle. This provision reduces that
abuse. If PAEs really want additional discovery beyond what is necessary to
resolve the litigation, then they should bear the cost of that discovery.

The cost of mounting a legal defense is increasingly a drain on our
industry. As a printer in Colorado recently said, “The game is simple—sooner
or later the patent holder expects that I’ll conclude paying them is cheaper
than going to court. I don’t think that they really believe they have a patent
covering what I do. Every conversation is about a settlement.”
We believe, though, that reasoned and moderate reforms, such as ensuring
balance in discovery demands, will ensure that small printers – and small
businesses in general – have a fighting chance in the current system.
Awarding Fees to Prevailing Parties
We would encourage the Committee to consider amending the current Section
285 of the Patent Code, which allows a party to recover fees and expenses in
“exceptional cases.” Under current law, this standard, in practice, means that
fees are almost never awarded, even in the most egregious of cases. As I have
explained earlier, we believe that it is imperative to ensure that the system not
only secures the ability for patent holders to protect their rights, but also the
ability for those accused of infringement to defend themselves. By providing
greater direction for courts to award fees to prevailing parties, we think that
more of our members would choose to fight claims of infringement, rather
than settle. Both the S. 1013 and S. 1612, the Patent Litigation Integrity Act,
introduced by Senator Hatch (R-UT), recognize that end-of-case fee shifting is
the simplest way to restore the proper financial accountability in the patent
system by reducing the incentives to filing unnecessary, abusive, and
burdensome litigation.
Assistance for Small Printers: Education, Outreach, and Information Access
Regarding small printers, today I have shared the confusion,
exasperation, costs and diversion of resources experienced by small
printers that are targeted by abusive patent practices. While small printers are
not the type to come hat in hand to the government for help in managing their
companies, they do appreciate the intent of S. 1720 to direct the PTO to
develop educational outreach and online assistance tools designed specifically
for small businesses. Should a small printing company find
itself as a defendant in a baseless patent infringement case, this assistance will
provide great value. We support Section 6 of S. 1720.

V.

Conclusion
Without a doubt, both small business and innovation drive the spirit and
economy of this nation, and both should be protected from abusive patent
trolls. I commend the Committee for its action and bipartisanship on this
issue. Clearly, there is a complex, critical intersection between technology and
innovation, economic productivity and growth, and laws that protect valid
intellectual property. I hope the debate in this committee room today and in
future Senate proceedings will seek to balance these important goals. There
won’t be one simple solution to reform our nation’s patent process, but, to
borrow a phrase from President Obama, it’s critical that we build consensus to
produce “smarter patent law.”
Printing Industries of America looks forward to supporting that effort. I note
for the record that all of our regional, state and local affiliated associations are
also strongly supportive of this effort and I am including a letter to that
effect. Again, thank you for the opportunity to address the Committee. I look
forward to answering your questions.

